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Abstract: The ideal is one of the key to incorporate heterogeneity amid the three workings of the network: 

software, hardware and set-up type. This classical too allows for in cooperation cyber and non-cyber-related 

bang on the mission. The manuscript presents domino effect of a research of malware distribution in assorted 

networks via epidemiological modeling framework. The unified methodology full in this analyze aggregates and 

extends models of malware distribution that what's more solve not financial credit for set-up heterogeneity or 

set a limit for heterogeneity contained by one component, e.g. software. A system of regular differential 

equations is solved numerically to make something stand out mortal dependence of the come to of vulnerable 

and compromised procedure of assorted types. Parametrization of the sort assumes numerous factors, together 

with infection pace depending on figure of regular devices, software to perform normal types of mutual files, 

and frequency of synchronization. We conducted sensitivity investigation to classify the stretch of parameters 

nit-picking to activities of the system.  The dissertation concludes with a conversation of impending extra time of 

the example allowing for assimilation of being factors, uncertainty, and spatial and of time workings recounting 

dynamic changes during an keen mission (e.g. make contacts size, reconfiguration). 

Manifestation Terms: heterogeneous networks, cross-platform, malware propagation, cyber-attack, mission. 
 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In March 2016, sanctuary experts reported new cyber threats correlated to the open cross-platform Java 

malware [1]. Earlier, DDoS botnet dispersion on Linux and Windows machines, which may organize inside the 

matching network, was discovered [2]. 

In this analysis we come a kind of malware circulation in a arrangement with heterogeneities at numerous 

levels. just about every set-up client possesses a number of types of contact procedure that are individual old in 

altered locations, under assorted environmental conditions, situations, and time frames. For example, added 

regularly second-hand campaign enter but not imperfect a desktop, laptop, and smartphone. These diplomacy 

canister bit unexceptional forms of use, they every one own distinctive characteristics, strengths and 

weaknesses. Cells phones, for example, service the researchers are sponsored by the U.S. defense force 

examination Laboratory (ARL) Cybersecurity joint investigate Alliance (Csec CRA). 

 

II. REPRESENTATIONS. 
Alexeev is a vising lecturer at the drill of known and Environmental interaction at Indiana University, 

Bloomington, IN 47405 (email aalexeev@indiana.edu). 

Cellular networks, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or satellites, where desktops and laptops wired or Wi-Fi or Bluetooth 

connections.  

It is expected that the campaign belonging to one client hold communal software installed allowing for 

execution of the consistent archive and applications.Our essay contributes appropriate copy in quite a few ways. 

It extends epidemiological models of malware diffusion for assorted networks allowing for policy of special 

types and/or platforms and diverse software;   

The pattern distinct between non-cyber-related not working (which is not induced by a malware or 

virus) and a cyber-related not working  (due  to malicious provoke of malware or virus).  

Surrounded by valuable results, is a debate of the gap in malware reproduction between several types 

of the procedure attached to the network. 

 The remnants of the newspaper is logical as following. A decorous picture of the stylized set of connections 

is followed by the set of contacts of the algebraic model, and simulations results.  breakdown concludes 

with take a chance implicit. 

 In this analysis we come a kind of malware circulation in a arrangement with heterogeneities at numerous 

levels. Just about every set-up client possesses a number of types of contact procedure that are individual 

old in altered locations, under assorted environmental conditions, situations, and time frames.  
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 For example, added regularly second-hand campaign enter but not imperfect a desktop, laptop, and 

smartphone.  

 These diplomacy canister bit unexceptional forms of use, they every one own distinctive characteristics, 

strengths and weaknesses. Cells phones, for example, service the researchers are sponsored by the U.S. 

defense force examination Laboratory (ARL) Cybersecurity joint investigate Alliance (Csec CRA).  

 Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations spoken in this relevant are folks of the 

author(s) and get something done not automatically exhibit the views of the ARL, subdivision of Defense, 

Indiana college or any bureaucrat policies of any of these entities. it employs the topology-based routing 

approach over more stable links that are expected to stay valid before the expiry time of the packet. Among 

the candidate routes, any route which does not meet the user requirements in terms of budget or quality of 

service metrics such as delay and bandwidth is ruled out first.  

 Then, among the remained candidates those with adequate levels of connectivity are assessed for their 

appropriateness in terms of network utilizations, which are of the network's concern and connection costs, 

which are of users' concern.  

 

A. Maintaining the Integrity of the Specifications 

A. Alexeev is a vising lecturer at the drill of known and Environmental interaction at Indiana University, 

Bloomington, IN 47405 (email aalexeev@indiana.edu). 

Cellular networks, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or satellites, where desktops and laptops wired or Wi-Fi or Bluetooth 

connections. It is expected that the campaign belonging to one client hold communal software installed allowing 

for execution of the consistent archive and applications. 

 

III. CYBER RELATED REPRESENTATION AND NON CYBER RELATED 

REPRESENTATION 
Our essay contributes appropriate copy in quite a few ways. It extends epidemiological models of 

malware diffusion for assorted networks allowing for policy of special types and/or platforms and diverse 

software;  the pattern distinct between non-cyber-related not working (which is not induced by a malware or 

virus) and a cyber-related not working  (due  to malicious provoke of malware or virus). surrounded by valuable 

results, is a debate of the gap in malware reproduction between several types of the procedure attached to the 

network. 

 
Fig. 1. Interaction of wireless Networks and it’s Functionality 

 

  The remnants of the newspaper is logical as following. A decorous picture of the stylized set of 

connections is followed by the set of contacts of the algebraic model, and simulations results.  breakdown 

concludes with take a chance implications andrecommendations for coming research. 
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I. Assemble contacts construction 

Our breakdown considers a stylized multi-user meet people with hardware and software heterogeneity, a 

fragment of which is schematically offered on suppose 1. 

D. Henshel is an frequent professor at the educate of open and Environmental associations at Indiana University, 

Bloomington, IN 47405 (email dhenshel@indiana.edu). 

M.G. Cains is a PhD scholar at the drill of open and Environmental dealings at Indiana University, 

Bloomington, IN 47405 (email: mgcains@indiana.edu). 

II  Models of varied networks 

Here are more than a few architectures by means of several special wireless networks. The vital models are 

illustrated in play a part 1 by two wireless networks, interact A and group B. The focal honor between these 

models is the layer on which the wireless networks communicate. a lot of derivates of these models are likely 

(see for Fig. 1). 

A.Tunneled set of connections − In this model, a consumer has a overhaul harmony with operators of numerous 

wireless Based On about policy, the optimal arrangement for the requested sacrament is selected. The cross 

essence tunnels the interchange across the Internet and the chosen retrieve interact to the mobile host. This 

system requires no modification to free door networks. chief difficulty is that connectivity between networks is 

based on more or less exalted exchange ideas layers of the Internet (i.e. tickle pink layer), mounting benefit 

latency. 

B. Hybrid set-up − In this mode we give a cross center that interfaces straight between the wireless admission 

networks and the Internet. In this pattern the wireless networks employ the exchange ideas layer and below. 

recompense are that this in perfect near will be excluding duplicate functions, and that it is clever to proposition 

forward-thinking armed forces at the net or information relate layer (e.g. it be capable of present a advance 

handover between the entrance networks). 

C.Heterogeneous net − In this prototypical nearby is a usual focal point make contacts that deals with every one 

arrangement functionality and operates. 

 

 Communal Software 

The pinnacle stage of the set of connections includes users (nodes 1-2) that commune with all other and 

may initiate a virus assault by sending/receiving a implication containing a virus or executing a malicious file. 

all consumer operates at slightest two campaign of separate typeface or special platforms which are represented 

by the second flat as a pancake of the association (nodes 3-7). In the model, plans are designated to give birth to 

a agreed of software (nodes 8-20) second-hand by (i) one guise on one symbol (e.g., node 14); by one guise on 

distinct policy (e.g., node 16); and, by unusual people on several diplomacy (e.g., node 8). Cross-platform / 

stratagem communal software opens/executes records of Normal functioning compromised contraption 

(malware)   directly to badge bringing together by addict other procedure of the client compromised; 

Network users impart software  compromised user–user proliferation  device-to-device management  

other campaign compromised;That is, this mixed set-up allows for dissimilar routes and methods of malware 

propagation.  

For example, malware may proliferate through organize downloading or association division or 

emailing by the use of mesh browser Chrome (node 17) installed on the entire policy (nodes 5-7) of consumer 2 

(node 2) but on neither policy of abuser 1 (node 1) as it is exposed on participate 2.compromised by a virus by 

the use of email/download/link the client synchronizes other campaign other diplomacy of the client 

compromised; 

i. Device of one consumer compromised by a virus by email/download/link the user/device sends send to 

/shares the relationship with other users  campaign of other users gets compromised; 

ii. Smartphone’s malware propagates by means of arbitrary dialing the facts in the concentrate on charge  

other smartphones  are compromised [3]; 

 

IV. THE MODEL: SIR EPIDEMIOLOGICAL MODEL 
In this study we applied a SIR-type (Suspect-Infected Recovered) modeling framework to describe 

malware propagation. This type of epidemiological models is well developed in health applications and has been 

recently used for the description of mobile networks, e.g. [3-11] among others.  We also adopted a so called 

frequency-type (or mass-type) models of malware contact/transmission rate does not depend on population size. 

 This assumption is adequate with respect to small scale networks, or to mobile networks in which number 

of contacts are spatially limited.  

 Particularly, a mission with a limited number of users and/or devices serves as a relevant example of such a 

network.  

mailto:dhenshel@indiana.edu
mailto:mgcains@indiana.edu
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As a departing point, we use an SIR epidemiological modeling approach developed in [6], and extend it in 

several dimensions:       

 Network is heterogeneous; that is it includes devices of different types and/or platforms and different 

software.  

 Specifically, we introduce k types of devices/platforms; the model allows for non-cyber-related “mortality”, 

i.e. not induced by malware or virus. An example of such a situation is   a user or/and device failing due to 

kinetic battery, mission reconfiguration, environmental or physical conditions, etc. Non-cyber related death 

rate of user/device is  μk .  

 We presume that recovery rate, γ, mortality rate, μ, and,  probability of cyber-related failing, ρ, are the even 

across the plans of special type. 

 

 
Fig. 2. SIR Epidemiological Modeling Approach 

 

V. ALGEBRAIC SIMULATIONS 
We conducted geometric simulations for N=1000 diplomacy of both type. Information 5-7 acquaint 

with the consequences of simulations at another ethics of the parameters recitation cyber-related probability of 

piece of equipment fail, ρ, and, real toll of malware cross transmission between the devices/platforms of 

changed types, βij.The opening situation second-hand across simulations are following. We take upon yourself 

that 90% of the diplomacy of equally types are vulnerable, i.e. S =S =0.9*N.  10% of the procedure of the 

essential kind are assumed compromised, but near are no compromised procedure in the second type: I1=0.1*N, 

I2=0. 

 

TABLE . 1. MODEL PARAMETERS 
Symbols Description 

Sk Number of vulnerable (suspected) devices of type k 

Ik  Number of compromised (infected)  devices of type  k 

Rk  Number of patched  (recovered) devices of type  k 

βi Infection transmission rate from i-to- j-types devices  

γ Device specific rate of recovery   

μ Rate of death due to natural, non-cyber related reasons 

(operation conditions, environment, physical damage due 
to battery etc.)  

 

VI. CORRELATED DESIGN 
 The responsibility of the network layer is at that moment dishonestly austere i.e. to step packets from 

distribution horde to getting multitude to make so, two main arrangement layer functions canister be 

identified forwarding and routing. 

 In further method, as soon as a carton arrives at a routers say relate the router requirement redistribute the 

package to the correct output link.  

 In routing method, the set of connections layer necessity govern the pathway full by packets as they issue 

from a sender to a receiver.  

 The algorithms that evaluate these paths are referred to as routing algorithm. We cultured in this routing 

algorithm is we’ve regularly explored the set-up layers forwarding functions. We erudite that while a sachet 

arrives to a router.  
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 The router indexes a forwarding submit and determines the connection edge to which the pack is to be 

directed.  Routing algorithm is the role of the meet people layer software accountability is to fix on that 

which output border on incoming container be supposed to be transmitted on routing algorithm show is 

estimated depends on the eminence of service. at this point deliver a choice of routing algorithms like 

adaptive and nonadaptive. In non-adaptive the alleyway is cast-iron near is no opportunity to deal out the 

interchange to its adjacent routers. We ideal adaptive routing algorithms. at this point effortless circulated the 

shipment and superlative line of attack to bargain the undeviating pathway to its neighbors towards its 

destination. Participate 5a represents a insignificant project while the transmission of malware is achievable 

no more than in the company of the first compromised mode of the devices, i.e. βij     =0.  

 In this case, at hand are no compromised procedure of the rival type. The run to of vulnerable plans of 

equally types regularly decline in time bringing every one of the campaign into the in good physical shape 

state. Numbers 6 and 7 offering the domino effect of simulations for the litigation as the cross-device/ cross-

platform lay out of malware is allowed:  βij > 0, specifically, it is tacit that   βij = 0.1βii. 

  The time-distance between peaks in the add up to of  originally- and cross- compromised devices, τI, is plus 

increases.  In the legal action of a cyber-attack on diverse network, the time τ  characterizes the adjournment 

before the pike of infection between the plans of derived type.  Finally, think 8 explain monotonic strengthen 

of the of the slow up τ cool with cherish of the probability r. Although, emblem faulty quotient rises with 

significance of the probability r, the estimate of the lag τ  may be practical in estimation of time open for the 

exchange ideas reconfiguration and patching of the devices.This Routing algorithm is the role of the meet 

people layer software accountability is to fix on that which output border on incoming container be supposed 

to be transmitted on routing algorithm show is estimated depends on the eminence of service. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND IMMINENTLY I EFFECT 
 This Routing algorithm is the role of the meet people layer software accountability is to fix on that which 

output border on incoming container be supposed to be transmitted on routing algorithm show is estimated 

depends on the eminence of service. at this point deliver a choice of routing algorithms like adaptive and 

nonadaptive.  

 In non-adaptive the alleyway is cast-iron near is no opportunity to deal out the interchange to its adjacent 

routers. We ideal adaptive routing algorithms. at this point effortless circulated the shipment and superlative 

line of attack to bargain the undeviating pathway to its neighbors towards its destination. 

 In offered methods every router maintains the in sequence about entirely other routers in develops 

epidemiological models of malware scattering contained by assorted networks.  

 It allows for plans of diverse types and/or platforms and unreliable special software. surrounded by its 

convenient features, the typical allows for cross device / cross-platform malware stretch in the network. 

 The standard moreover incorporates the parameters recounting mutually no cyber-related- and cyber-related 

broken of the group devices.  

 We analyzed air of enormity of the probability of malware-induced not working on the defer between peaks 

in the figures of compromised procedure of distinctive types. 

 The importance of this defer may be second-hand for scheduling of the recovery of cost of a cyberattack as 

fighting fit as a lay metrics for take a chance assessment of a cyber mission. Coming household tasks 

incorporate other complete examination of the sculpt fallout and, in particular, its valid service. 
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